
� Lifetime warranty
� Advanced 100% acrylic system
� Self priming
� Mildew, mold, & algae resistant
� Excellent flexibility
� Bridges minor cracks
� Easy to apply
� Easy cleanup

EVOLUTION®

THE ART OF QUALITY AND COLOR

Evolution® is our most technologically 
advanced coating. Formulated with an 
advanced 100% pure acrylic co-polymer 
resin for prolonged adhesion, this high 
solids coating is like nothing else we make. 
Evolution can be used on properly prepared 
vertical wood, composite, metal, concrete, 
stucco, and block. Evolution can be applied 
heavier than standard exterior paints for 
better coverage in one application. Evolution 
by Miller Paint saves labor, resources and is 
covered by our exclusive lifetime warranty.

FLAT 
A flat finish will minimize visibility of 
surface imperfections due to lack of 
light refraction. It is best used for rough 
surfaces or surfaces that are regularly 
repainted or touched up. 

VELVET
Ideal for projects where a deep, rich 
look is desired yet only a minimal sheen 
is needed. This finish has a minimal 
sheen that is mostly seen at an angle. It 
reduces dirt pick-up and provides some 
washability. Ideal for full body exterior 
work where some sheen is desired. Best 
used when the surface is free of major 
imperfections.

SEMIGLOSS
This finish will minimize dirt pick-up and 
is washable. Ideal for full body exterior 
work where some sheen is desired. Best 
used when the surface is free of major 
imperfections. Use in applications like 
exterior body, sidings (wood or metal), 
exterior rough or smooth trim.



FLAT VELVET SATIN

VOLUME SOLIDS 42.8% 43.4% 40.4%

VISCOSITY 100-105 KU 100-105 KU 100-105 KU

WEIGHT PER GALLON 12.08 (LB) 11.54 (LB) 11.02 (LB)

GLOSS 2.5-3.5%@60° 3.0-5.0%@60° 11.0-15.0%@60°

V.O.C. (MINUS WATER) 38.0 G/L 47.0 G/L 49.0 G/L

ABOUT MILLER PAINT
Established in 1890, Miller Paint is an employee owned company with a proud Northwest tradition of creating products made for our 
unique Northwest climate. From our humble beginnings as a family-run company, to a company with over 300 employees and over 50 
locations, Miller Paint has always been there for the professional and homeowner alike.

For a location near you, go to www.millerpaint.com

Specification figures should be taken as accurate for products being produced at the time of publication in untinted white bases only. Formulation improvements 
may be made from time to time that may affect these figures to some degree. Manufacturing tolerances of +/-2% are considered acceptable. Whenever a change is 
made that the Manufacturer considers substantial, the specification will be revised.Miller and Miller Paints are registered trademarks of Miller Paint Co., Inc. Portland, 
OR.REV 9/16

COVERAGE:  Approximately 250-450 square feet per gallon. Two coats recommended for even coverage. Coverage depends on 
porosity and profile of the surface. Properly prepared surfaces provide the best coverage.

DRY TIME:  Thirty minutes to touch and two hours to recoat @ 70°F and 50% relative humidity. 
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